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Newcastle University 
 
The Bridge-Builders 
 
‘I have an unusual name and an exotic background but my values are essentially American values,’ he said (not 
for the first time, and not for the last). ‘I’m rooted in the African-American community, but not limited by it.’  
David Remnick, The Bridge, 382. 
 
David Remnick is well acquainted with the fallacious argument that Barack Obama’s 
election signalled the end of racism in America. Responding to “sentimental narratives” 
about the 44th President of the United State of America, he has drawn on his contacts as 
editor of The New Yorker and developed a “piece of biographical journalism that, through 
interviews with his contemporaries and certain historical actors, examined Obama’s life 
before his Presidency and some of the historical currents that helped to form him” (586). In 
its 621 pages, The Bridge has room for Obama’s classmates, anecdotes about his family, 
CliffsNotes on African American autobiography, and American cultural gatekeepers who 
convey their opinions about race and Obama’s self-fashioning. However, it is unable, or 
unwilling, to admit activist-intellectuals such as Harold Cruse and Steve Biko, cultural critics 
who can illuminate Obama’s journey in Black and White as well as his carefully crafted 
civility.   
The initial reviews of The Bridge have had two main functions. First and foremost, 
they have noted the significance of the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama, where 
John Lewis and other members of the “Moses generation” were viciously attacked by the 
police on “Bloody Sunday”, 7 March 1965 as they peacefully campaigned for equal voting 
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rights for African Americans. Obama thus emerges as the leader of a “Joshua generation”, 
helping Americans celebrate the courage – and confront the racism – displayed on that bridge 
in Selma. Secondly, reviewers have repeated other metaphors that capture Obama’s judicious 
response to the hopes and fears of Americans. Bearing testament to the power of the 
publisher’s press release, recent reviews in The Los Angeles Times, The Sunday Times and 
The Observer repeat the opinions of Cassandra Butts, one of Obama’s classmates at Harvard, 
who believes that “Barack is the interpreter ... To be a good interpreter means you need 
fluency in two languages, as well as cultural fluency on both sides … He has seen people in 
both worlds at their most intimate moments, when their humanity and imperfections shone 
through. His role is… in explaining one side to the other.”1 Henry Louis Gates Jr., Director of 
the W. E. B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American studies at Harvard 
University, also described Obama as a mixed-race mediator in Remnick’s text. Moreover, his 
recent op-ed in The New York Times, which sought to attribute responsibility and culpability 
to White and Black people on both sides of the Atlantic in the transatlantic slave trade, seized 
an anecdote in Remnick’s book in which Obama-the-lawyer separates his support for the 
theory of reparations from his doubts about the practicality of providing reparations.2  
Repeatedly casting Obama as someone who refuses to subvert or support the notion of 
an essentially innocent black subject, The Bridge proclaims a new “king of diversity”, 
enlisted by corporations and community groups when they want to tactfully attribute noble 
and ignoble influences to all groups (162, 426). On the one hand, Remnick’s book reveals 
that Obama is a world-class networker who obtains authority, or at least financial backing, 
from white liberals and neoliberals (268, 352). In the words of Gates Jr., another African 
American entrepreneur-intellectual, Obama “is what Eldridge Cleaver called a bourgeois 
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nationalist – the kind of person who hangs a Romare Bearden print on the wall and own the 
complete Coltrane, but doesn’t want to be confined or defined entirely by their blackness” 
(525). On the other hand, The Bridge regularly has Obama deploying the rhetoric of Black 
Power to denounce exotics and effete individuals who reject a black identity while moving 
into polite middle-class society (99, 113, 141, 175, 331). While the comments of Gates Jr. 
and Cleaver scratch the surface of this particular brand of double consciousness, it has also 
been diagnosed by Harold Cruse, a polemical commentator on Harlem, New York and the 
United States of America omitted from The Bridge. 
In contrast to Gates Jr.’s desire for “mulatto” bridges, Harold Cruse warned Black 
cultural nationalists about “the social role of ‘mixed-blood Negro’, sometimes called the 
mulatto, and the specific social role he plays as intermediary in cultural affairs (especially in 
relation to white liberals who favour this Negro type).”3 Cruse was concerned about threats to 
the integrity of the intellectual and artistic capital of Black life, and often veered into 
xenophobic and nativist rants.4  However, his opposition to mixed-race translators was not 
based on dark-skin chauvinism, and he vehemently opposed futile rhetorical outbursts against 
“white liberals” that were not accompanied with concrete diagnosis of the crisis or proposals 
for institutional reform.5 As a result, Cruse’s critique of posturing in the Black Power 
movement remains a helpful framing device for understanding Obama’s response to members 
of a Soul Tribunal questioning his blackness, and can be usefully allied to Obama’s first book 
Dreams From My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance, which described his ambivalent 
response to Black Nationalists who seemed sure, “it’s about blood … looking after your own. 
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Period. Black people are the only ones stupid enough to worry about their enemies.”6 In fact, 
The Bridge’s discussion of Obama’s unsuccessful congressional campaign in 2000 against 
Bobby Rush, a former Black Panther, seems haunted by Cruse’s ghost. In one particularly 
revealing debate, Obama exclaims, “It’s not enough for us just to protest police misconduct 
without thinking systematically about how we’re going to change practice.” Seizing his 
opportunity, Rush repeated his attempts to frame Obama as on an out of touch elitist financed 
by white liberals: “we have never been able to progress as people based on relying solely on 
the legislative process, and I think we would be in real critical shape when we start in any 
way diminishing the role of protest. Protest got us where we are today” (328). 
Rush defeated Obama – by a two to one margin – in a predominantly African 
American district of Chicago. Yet Remnick diligently chronicles subsequent campaigns in 
which Obama opposes bitterness and racial dogma without rejecting blackness (275), and   
records Rush acknowledging that Obama “didn’t deny his African-American identity. He 
desired it so much” (317). Obama is subsequently marketed as someone who can appeal to 
white liberals as “black without the torment” (195) – he rejects angry Black militancy, the 
tired cliché of the tragic mulatto who is neither black or white, and the supposedly 
“schizophrenic” fate of his father and other members of a generation of African elites who 
studied in the West in the 1950s and 1960s and then returned home (62). In this manner, The 
Bridge complicates and exemplifies the race man persona Obama crafted in  Dreams From 
My Father that cringed at the romantic racism of white females (his mother’s adoration of 
childlike blacks in the Oscar-winning Black Orpheus for example (1959)), dismissed mixed-
race women who  were willing to be “token exotics”, and distanced himself from middle-
class blacks who simply patched together a collage of styles, friends, watering holes and 
political affiliations” when they integrated/ingratiated themselves into a “multicultural 
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marketplace”.7 Leaving little to chance, Obama also claimed that he ceased to advertise his 
mother’s race at the age of twelve or thirteen, avoided playing basketball like “white boys”, 
and rejected a white girlfriend who could not live in a “black world” or raise black children.8 
Although he quickly becomes bored by the race-baiting of his critics, we should not forget 
that Obama is a careful student of political symbolism who moved away from the interracial 
relationships of his Kenyan-born father in order to fashion a self that reflects “Martin and 
Malcolm, Du Bois and Mandela” – sons of Africa who can be sold to Black America with a 
Black family by their side.9  
Consequently, it is difficult to overstate the significance of Jeremiah Wright, the 
former pastor of Trinity United Church of Christ who officiated Obama’s marriage and 
baptised his children. Obama had appropriated one of Wright’s soundbites – the audacity of 
hope – as the title of his second book and, in planning his announcement to run for President, 
wanted Wright to deliver the invocation. As we know, Wright would not cross the bridge into 
the White House with Obama and, when he was initially asked to stand down from giving the 
public invocation because of a magazine article that described him as a “sprawling, profane 
bear of a preacher” given to “Afrocentric Bible readings”, Remnick claims that Wright 
blamed “white Jews” surrounding Obama (468, 533). However, this form of anti-Semitism 
was more difficult to maintain when he was used as a “teachable moment” in Obama’s 
speech on March 11th 2008 calling for a “More Perfect Union”, and then condemned for his 
inability to keep “bawdy language” out of the American political sphere. We are thus forced 
back to the key tension in Obama’s self-fashioning, summed up in two quotations from 
Remnick two pages apart: 1) Obama worked hard to obtain the “emotional connection that 
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marked his performances later on” (283) and 2) Obama “clearly felt that the days of 
nationalism and charismatic racial leadership were outdated and played out” (285). 
Remnick does not directly address this tension. However, some elements of his 
interview with Roberto Unger, one of Obama’s professors at Harvard, suggest a figure who 
straddles these poles by exuding charm to a professional class. According to Unger, his 
former student has mastered a key skill of neoliberal politicians: “cheerful impersonal 
friendliness” (184-186).10  Thus, even if Obama’s self-deprecating humour magically 
disappears when he goes off-the-record with journalists (338), his public persona still endears 
him to writers tired of identity politics. The conservative commentator George Will praises 
Obama’s ability to emancipate himself from “America’s race fatigue, the unbearable 
boredom occasioned by today's stale politics generally and by the perfunctory theatrics of 
race especially.”11 Dreams From My Father finds Obama preparing to court the right when 
he defines his mature position against Communists who peddle newspapers on the fringes of 
college towns,  as well as his adolescent desire to associate with  
politically active black students. The foreign students. The Chicanos. The Marxist professors and 
structural feminists and punk-rock performance poets. We smoked cigarettes and wore leather jackets. 
At night, in the dorms, we discussed neo-colonialism, Frantz Fanon, Eurocentrism, and patriarchy. 
When we ground out our cigarettes in the hallway carpet, or set our stereos so loud that the walls began 
to shake, we were resisting bourgeois society’s stifling constraints.12  
 
Remnick’s text also has a tantalizing allusion to Obama’s dismissal of Edward Said’s lectures 
on Fanon and postcolonial theory at Columbia (113), and lets Fareed Zakaria, another 
member of the Washington elite with familial ties to the non-Western world, praise Obama’s 
ability to “move beyond ... Fanon and other leftists [he read] when he was young (431). 
Rather than invoke humanistic language to protect the wretched of the earth, The Bridge 
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makes it clear that Obama offers systematic help to individuals threatened by poverty, 
loneliness and ignorance by pledging allegiance to Richard Rorty’s brand of pragmatic, anti-
Communist, American liberalism (337).13  
Bridging the gap to “right-minded” American conservatives and liberals means that 
Obama vigilantly stands guard against incivility. In one of the many revealing connections 
made by Remnick, Rev. Wright is said to introduce his sermons with quotes from Tony 
Campolo, a white pastor who served as spiritual advisor to Bill Clinton 
I have three things I’d like to say today. First, while you were sleeping last night, thirty-thousand kids 
died of starvation or diseases related to malnutrition. Second, most of you don’t give a shit. What’s 
worse is that you’re more upset with the fact that I said ‘shit’ than the fact that thirty thousand kids died 
last night (471). 
 
Yet Remnick offers few glimpses into Obama as a private individual wrestling with 
existential questions about charity and American foreign policy (240). We are left with 
Obama-the-bridge, someone who cannot tolerate coarse language or philosophies that 
presume middle-class Americans are governed by bad faith. This is a figure we could glean 
from Obama’s speeches where, rather than target American guilt, the political animal prefers 
to praise infantile citizens who have absolute faith in America. To give one example, Obama  
appealed to the schmaltz of the 2004 Democratic National Convention by praising “Shamus” 
from East Molina, Illinois.  
He was a good-looking kid, six-two or six-three, clear eyed with an easy smile. He told me he’d joined 
the marines and was heading to Iraq the following week. As I listened to him explain why he’d 
enlisted, his absolute faith in the country and its leaders, his devotion to duty and service, I thought this 
young man was all any of us might hope for in a child.  
 
Put bluntly, The Bridge depicts Obama leading the “Joshua generation” as a 
diplomatic translator rather than a truth-telling prophet. This role demands 
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compartmentalization, with the “natural aristocrat” displaying intellectual irony in private 
while telling the masses to salute the flag and take life seriously in public. Such a strategy 
seems a long way from Steve Biko, an anti-apartheid freedom fighter who refused to separate 
Black theology from political liberation while writing under the fitting moniker of Frank 
Talk. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that Obama shares Biko’s insistence that a Black 
identity is a metaphor for principled political resistance – and “a reflection of a mental 
attitude” – rather than a reflection of pigmentation.14 Moreover, Obama’s appreciation of 
reverie (recorded by an ABC news crew during his meeting with David Cameron, the new 
British Prime Minister, on 26 July 2008), may also be read alongside Biko’s insistence that 
Black Consciousness offers an alternative to the chaos promoted by “people from Coca-Cola 
and hamburger cultural backgrounds.”15  
Although The Bridge manages to record petty disputes about Obama’s inability to 
unearth an ancestor who was enslaved on the American continent, these more expansive 
issues about the politics of Blackness in an age of neoliberalism are not well covered. For all 
its attempts to challenge American triumphalism regarding its ability to address the dilemma 
of race, The Bridge is an (Afro)Americocentric narrative that places Nova Scotia in the 
United States (33), barely mentions Obama’s intellectual engagement with Black freedom 
fighters in South Africa as a student (108), and cavalierly reports the rest of the world’s 
interest in Obama’s election in one paragraph (552). Confronting the narrative of American 
manifest destiny remains a bridge too far.   
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